
Appeal
Addendum to Section C
Summons Number: 

The original judge made mistakes of law and fact when reaching his guilty verdict. 
The verdict should be reversed.

I raised the following defenses at my original hearing:

“Dear Honorable Judge,

I certify as follows:

I am not guilty of this no-parking violation because:

-I pulled to the curb in our "neighborhood loading zone" to drop off my two 
children (ages 11 and 9).

-Earlier that afternoon, I picked them up from school.

-I stopped at the curb, opened the trunk, jumped out, and helped unload my 
children's things (heavy school backpacks, small computer, jackets, etc.)

Meanwhile, we finished the entire process promptly.

However, I saw this ticket on the windshield when I got back into the driver's seat 
and was about to drive away to look for a parking space.

I never noticed the TEA put the ticket on my car.

I have submitted a series of exhibits in support of my defense.

Due to these circumstances, please dismiss this parking ticket.

Thank you.

-I certify that my testimony is true to the best of my knowledge. I fully understand 
that if my testimony is willfully false, I am subject to punishment

-I certify that the images and photo in my exhibits are true and accurate 
reproductions of the originals as they existed on the date/time this parking ticket 
was issued.



Respectfully,

The original judge found me guilty because:

“The respondent has been charged with violating Traffic Rule 4-08(d) which 
prohibits parking a vehicle in violation of the restrictions posted on signs, 
markings or traffic control devices. 

Respondent claimed that this is a neighborhood loading zone. They had picked up 
their children from school and were parked here while dropping them off at home 
which is at 627 E. 11 Street. They claimed that they opened the trunk and exited 
the vehicle to help their children unload their backpacks, computer, jackets, etc. 

Respondent claimed that this took about five minutes and when they returned to 
the vehicle they found this summons. 

Respondent submitted photos of the cited sign and the neighborhood loading 
zone sign attached to the same pole. The sign listed the rules of the loading zone. 
A map showing the sign was also submitted. 

Respondent's statement and evidence do not persuasively establish that the 
vehicle was being actively unloaded at the time of summons issuance. 

Guilty.

Argument

I offered my:

-Certified testimony
-Exhibits

Firstly, the original judge made a material mistake of fact when he wrongly stated 
that I left my car unattended after helping my children's unload their things from 
the trunk (heavy school backpacks, small computer, jackets, etc.). 

But rather, I walked from the trunk to the front passenger side door, and got back 
into my car (to move it to a legal parking space). While my children walked the 
short distance from the neighborhood loading zone to our house.

“I stopped at the curb, opened the trunk, jumped



out and helped unload my children's things from
the trunk (heavy school backpacks, small
computer, jackets, etc.)

Meanwhile, we finished the entire process in less
than 5-minutes.

However, when I walked back to the driver's seat,
and was about to drive away to look for a parking
space, I saw this ticket on the windshield.
I never saw the TEA put the ticket on my car.”
(See, Exhibit 1 below):

Meanwhile, it is difficult to find curbside parking in my neighborhood which makes 
the neighborhood loading zone a great space to safely drop off my children, 
unload their gear, and then search for a legal parking space.

I presented substantial, certified evidence that cannot be characterized as 
unpersuasive in support of my defense that I used the NLZ correctly for its 
intended purpose. (See, Young v City of New York Dept. of Fin. Parking Violations 
Adjudications 2007 NY Slip Op 51460(U) [16 Misc 3d 1117(A)] Decided on June 13, 



2007 Supreme Court, New York County Goodman).

I offered this Exhibit in support of my defense:





Please right this wrong and dismiss the parking ticket.

Respectfully submitted,


